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children’s health
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• No Surprises Act – key statutory, 

regulatory provisions 

• Concerns with recent rule 

• Next steps

• Discussion/Questions

Agenda 
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No Surprises Act

Protects patients from surprise medical bills after emergency care in out-of-network 

ED or scheduled care by out-of-network provider in an in-network facility

• Consumer protections – widely supported 

• Provider payment rate – benchmark rate vs. negotiations 

‒ Insurers: Benchmark rate 

➢ Would likely be lower than rate they usually pay

‒ Providers: Benchmark rate 

➢ Could discourage insurers from contracting with higher-cost 

providers, like children’s hospitals

‒ Congressional compromise: if payer/provider negotiations fail, use 

“baseball-style” arbitration, with final rate based on range of factors
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Law goes into effect Jan. 1, 2022
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No Surprises Act – Devil is in the Details

Statute established factors for arbiter’s balanced consideration when 

choosing OON payment rate

– qualifying payment amount (QPA) for similar services/providers in 

geographic area

– facility type

– case acuity 

– prior payment history 

– case mix 

– quality measurements 

– provider training
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QPA…The Statute

• One of the factors to be considered during arbitration

• Determines patient cost-sharing amount in surprise billing situations

• Calculating the QPA – insurer’s median in-network rate for at least three 

contracted rates as of Jan. 31, 2019. 

– Contracted rates must be for the same or similar item or service by a 

provider in the same or similar specialty, in the same geographic 

region, increased for inflation 
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QPA…The Regulations 

Regulations on calculation methodology 

released July 2021

• Defines “same or similar item or 

service,” “provider in the same or 

similar specialty,” “same or similar 

facility type” and geographic region

Our take:

➢ Should reflect differences 

between pediatric and adult 

services and providers

➢ Geographic regions should be 

broad to reflect regionalization of 

pediatric specialty care
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Baseball-style Arbitration…The Statute

Arbiter:

• receives “best payment 

offer” from payer and 

provider

• must equally consider QPA 

AND all other factors that 

are submitted by payer or 

provider

Allowed factors: 

• QPA

• facility type

• case acuity 

• prior payment history 

• case mix 

• quality measurements 

• provider training
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Arbitration…The Regulations

Regulations released September 2021 

Require arbiters to: 

• Presume the QPA is the appropriate out-

of-network rate

• Select offer closest to the QPA, unless 

one party submits credible information 

demonstrating that the QPA is materially 

different from appropriate final payment 

amount

Our take: 

➢Effectively establishes benchmark 

payment rate! Х
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Concerns with Regulatory Approach to Arbitration

What looks like, smells like and sounds like a benchmark rate is effectively a 

benchmark rate! 

➢ Favors insurers by giving undue weight to the QPA

➢ Potential narrowing of provider networks

➢ Could compromise children’s access to timely and appropriate 

pediatric specialty care

Rule needs revisions to ensure arbiters consider ALL factors equally 
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Congress at Odds Over Rule 
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Stakeholders’ Response
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Next Steps

Working with other hospital groups 

• Support congressional actions aimed at changes to rule

o Suozzi/Wenstrup Dear Colleague

o Brady/Neal letter

• Comment on rule by Dec. 6 deadline

➢ Provide feedback on impact of rule on your hospital to CHA by Nov.8

Continued emphasis on the importance of strong network adequacy standards to 

prevent situations where surprise billing might happen in the first place

Interim final rule is effective as written on Jan. 1, 2022, unless…the administration 

receives comments that it believes warrants changes to the rule
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No Surprises Act – Other Provider Requirements
Notice and Consent (July 2021 Rule)

• Patients may knowingly choose to see an out-of-network provider in non-

emergency situations and waive the act’s protections only if there are in-

network providers available

• Providers must: 

o post standard notice of surprise billing protections on website and where 

patients schedule care, check-in or pay bills

o give the notice, with consent form to waive protections, to patients 72 hours 

before scheduled non-emergency service; no later than three hours before 

receiving care for same-day services or treatments

o include a good faith cost estimate on consent form

➢Our take: administratively complex, need better alignment with other federal 

requirements
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No Surprises Act – Other Provider Requirements
Good Faith Estimates (September 2021 Rule)

• Providers must give uninsured and self-pay patients good faith estimate of potential charges 

prior to all scheduled services or by request if patient is shopping for care

• Providers must: 

o Inform (verbally and in writing) uninsured/self-pay patients of the availability of the 

estimate

o Coordinate cost estimates from all providers that will be involved in the care

o Include itemized list of services, with applicable diagnosis and service codes, and 

charges associated with each service 

• Patient-provider dispute resolution process – when total billed charges are at least $400 

higher than the estimate

➢Our initial take: administratively complex, need better alignment with other 

federal requirements
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Enforcement 

Statutory requirements

• Provider violations – civil monetary 

penalties up to $10,000 per violation

• Plan violations

– existing enforcement structure 

(DOL/state)

– HHS audits of plans’ QPA 

calculations

Certain requirements will not be 

enforced before 2023: 

• Providers must give plans good faith 

estimates for inclusion in advanced 

EOBs

• Plans to provide advanced EOBs to 

patients

• Providers must incorporate estimates 

from outside providers or facilities 

(co-providers/facilities) into their 

good faith cost estimates. 

Future rulemaking expected
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Interaction with State Surprise Billing Requirements

State requirements supersede federal:  

• For state-regulated plans (individual 

market, small and some large group 

plans)

• For self-funded plans that have 

opted into state oversight

➢ Our take: confusing, need further 

clarification of when state and federal 

laws apply 
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For more information, contact: 

Jan Kaplan
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